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Thrift shopping, or "thrifting", has become a major part of the 
high school culture for quite a while. Whether because of the popular Macklemore 
song, or simply an increase in budget-conscious shoppers, the trend has taken off with 
good reason. Thrift shop clothes cost less, are unique, often one of a kind from that 
particular store. In Missoula alone, there are over 25 thrift stores! Many thrift stores dif
fer in what clothes they will accept and the goods available. Runway Fashion Exchange, 
for example, accepts mostly name brands, and offers mostly newer clothing, whereas 
Carlos' One Night Stand sells mostly authentic vintage clothing, and many of its items 
are hand made. · 

The major difference between thrift stores and first-hand retail stores, other than 
buying used versus new items, is pricing. While thrift stores are known to be cheaper 
than first-hand retailers. The average price for at-shirt at a thrift store is $7, while the 
average price for a t-shirt at the Southgate Mall is closer to $20. For a pair of jeans, the 
thrift store average price is around $15, whereas the average price for a pair of jeans at 
the Mall is about $51. While some individual thrift stores are more expensive than some 
individual first-hand retailers, due to the range of quality, the .overall price comparison 
would put second hand clothing at a less expensive price than first hand. 

There are two main types of thrift stores: Authentic vintage clothes, and second-hand 
modern clothes. Vintage clothes tend to be more expensive, especially since some of 
the old trends from decades ago are just now resurfacing. Modern clothes can be very 
·cheap in price, but some of the modern clothes that come from expensive first hand 
stores, like name brand clothes, will be more expensive than clothes that originally 
came from less expensive first-hand stores: 

The other aspect of thrifting is its earth-friendly side. Not only does buying second 
hand save money, but it also saves energy used to create all new clothing. Especially 
with the need today to be earth conscious, thrifting is a great way to reduce at least a 
part of the already too large carbon footprint from all humans. 

Each thrift store is unique, and sel[s completely unique items. That's the beauty of 
thrift stores. Some sell old, vintage clothing, while some only accept donations of new, 
brand clothes. Others still accept anything from old typewriters and books to cds to 
shoes, and more. With over 25 different thrift stores in Missoula, the possibilities are 
limitless. 

Coats hang from the ceiling in CircleSquare, a thrift shop on 
downtown Higgins, (photo by Sophia Therriault). 
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